
 
From: Baltao, Elaine  
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 4:42 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors; VTA Advisory Committee Members 
Cc: Childress, Brandi 
Subject: VTA Blog: Peer Review Results on BART Phase II 
 

VTA Board of Directors and Advisory Committee Members: 

 
We’re sharing with you the VTA blog on Peer Review Results for BART Phase II. It may 
also be accessed through this link: http://www.vta.org/News-and-Media/Connect-with-
VTA/Peer-Review-Results-on-BART-Phase-II#.WhNuElWnGpo  
 
If you have any project related questions, please contact Brandi Childress, Media & 
Public Affairs Manager, at (408)464-7877.  
 
Thank you.  

------------------ 

Peer Review Results on BART Phase II 

11/20/2017 4:06 PM | Brandi Childress 
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To better inform the Board’s decision concerning the tunneling methodology for Phase II 
of VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Extension, VTA and BART agreed to form a peer review 
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panel of transit operators with experience operating deep tunnel stations. The 
Operations Peer Review Panel was convened last week. The panel consisted of 
members of peer agencies with extensive experience in heavy rail operations, safety, 
and maintenance. 
 
VTA and BART staff presented the relevant aspects of the twin-bore and single-bore 
options to the peer reviewers based on prior engineering work and more recent 
technical studies. The peer review panel was asked to evaluate the single-bore 
configuration and related technical information from the perspective of the transit 
operator.  
  
The key question posed to the panel was “can the single bore tunnel be operated 
safely as an extension of the BART system, and what risks and challenges are 
associated with the single bore configuration?”  
  
The Panel concluded that the single-bore option as presented could be operated. 
However, the Panel identified key operational considerations related to fire/life/safety 
that would need to be addressed in the design to better meet BART’s operating 
requirements. On the verge of the federal Record of Decision timing constraints and 
based on the available information presented, the Panel concluded that the twin-bore 
option would be preferred over the current design of the single bore. 
  
Staff from both VTA and BART benefited from suggestions and recommendations by 
the Panel. It is VTA’s responsibility to deliver a project to the citizens of Santa Clara 
County that represents the best alternative in terms of safety, contractibility and 
operating efficiency. We certainly appreciate the preference of BART staff to operate in 
a manner to which they are accustomed and we are prepared to work with BART to 
explore these considerations. 
  
The operations perspective of the Peer Review Panel is an important element of our 
decision-making process for the tunneling methodologies for Phase II of VTA’s BART 
Silicon Valley extension, and will inform VTA’s staff recommendation on the proposed 
project description for this critical and highly anticipated infrastructure project for Santa 
Clara County. 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Tuesday, November 21, 2017 5:31 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: 11/21/17 Media Clips 
 

 

 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, November 21, 2017 

1. Panel favors two-tunnel option for San Jose BART project (Mercury News) 

2. Panel picks BART tunnel plan downtown San Jose businesses will hate (Silicon Valley 

Business Journal) 

3. KNTV coverage of BART Peer Review (link to video) 

4. KPIX coverage of BART Peer Review (link to video) 

5. KCBS coverage of BART Peer Review (link to audio) 

 

Panel favors two-tunnel option for San Jose BART project (Mercury News) 

The issue of whether BART trains should traverse downtown San Jose through one tunnel or 

two is more than a month away from being settled, but a panel of experts has concluded that 

the former option — favored by the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority and city 

leaders concerned about impacts to businesses — is not the way to go. 

Related Articles 

Convened last week by BART and the VTA, the panel determined the single-bore option is 

viable, but it also identified “key operational considerations related to fire/life/safety that 

would need to be addressed in the design to better meet BART’s operating requirements,” VTA 

spokeswoman Brandi Childress wrote in a post on the agency’s website. 

Specifics about those considerations and their related costs will be released in the coming 

weeks, she said in a follow-up email. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/11/20/panel-favors-two-tunnel-option-for-san-jose-bart-project/
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/02/sjm-l-bart-10xx/
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/02/sjm-l-bart-10xx/
http://www.vta.org/News-and-Media/Connect-with-VTA/Peer-Review-Results-on-BART-Phase-II#.WhN9d1WnHiw


Looming deadlines to seek $1.5 billion in federal aid also factored into the panel’s 

recommendation, according to Childress. The $4.7 billion project ultimately aims to extend 

BART from the recently completed Berryessa station about six miles into central San Jose. 

The VTA, which is building the tunnel or tunnels that will run below downtown, and city leaders 

concerned about the impact to businesses have expressed a preference for a single 45-foot 

bore with two tracks. BART, which will operate the trains, favors two 21-foot tunnels with a 

single track in each — what it uses on its existing 112-mile system. 

The twin-bore option would cause major impacts to Santa Clara Street between Market and 

Fourth streets during utility relocation and station excavation. Once the station is dug, the VTA 

would excavate an opening, move a 45-foot drill under the street and cover it with metal plates 

to keep traffic moving, a procedure known as “cut and cover.” 

With a single bore, work often would be done on side streets adjacent to Santa Clara Street. 

The option could shave 10 months off the four-year tunneling phase, slash $50 million in costs 

and be less intrusive to pedestrians and traffic, according to the VTA. 

The option favored by the VTA, however, has not been widely tested and its actual costs remain 

to be determined. The other is used globally and its costs are better understood. 

“We all share a common goal of delivering the safest and most cost-efficient project we can, 

with as few impacts to our residents, businesses and neighborhoods as possible,” said Mayor 

Sam Liccardo, a proponent of the single-bore option, in a statement. 

Liccardo said he looked forward to reviewing the panel’s detailed findings, as well as continuing 

“discussions with BART to determine the best option for constructing this critical extension of 

our public rail system.” 

The VTA Board of Directors is expected to make a final decision on whether to build one tunnel 

or two when it meets in January. 

Back to Top 

 

Panel picks BART tunnel plan downtown San Jose businesses will hate (Silicon 

Valley Business Journal) 

The peer review panel of transit agencies that was convened to help the Valley Transportation 

Agency and BART resolve their differences over the kind of subway to build beneath San Jose 

has come down in favor of the tunneling method that would cause the greatest construction 

impact downtown. 

The%20issue%20of%20whether%20BART%20trains%20should%20traverse%20downtown%20San%20Jose%20through%20one%20tunnel%20or%20two%20is%20more%20than%20a%20month%20away%20from%20being%20settled,%20but%20a%20panel%20of%20experts%20has%20concluded%20that%20the%20former%20option%20—%20favored%20by%20the%20Santa%20Clara%20Valley%20Transportation%20Authority%20and%20city%20leaders%20concerned%20about%20impacts%20to%20businesses%20—%20is%20not%20the%20way%20to%20go.
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/11/20/san-jose-bart-subway-construction-method-decision.html?ana=RSS%26s=article_search


According to a confidential email from VTA General Manager Nuria Fernandez to VTA board 

members, “the panel concluded that the twin-bore option would be preferred over the current 

design of the single bore.” 

The panel’s decision could be a huge — but not yet decisive — blow to downtown business 

interests and Mayor Sam Liccardo, who want the five-plus year construction project to cause as 

little disruption as possible. They have pushed for the single-bore design pioneered in 

Barcelona, Spain, because that option wouldn't require digging up Santa Clara Street and 

causing years of construction headaches downtown. 

“I appreciate that the peer review study concluded that the single-bore tunnel is a viable option 

and look forward to reviewing their detailed findings to better understand the tradeoffs 

involved between single- and twin- bore,” Liccardo wrote in an emailed statement. “I also look 

forward to continuing our discussions with BART to determine the best option for constructing 

this critical extension of our public rail system.” 

BART and its engineers have steadfastly favored the twin-bore design used elsewhere in that 

system because the rapid-transit agency is comfortable with the operational and safety aspects 

of that design. VTA and BART staff visited Barcelona's unique single-bore subway last July. 

Building the three stations planned for San Jose beneath Santa Clara Street would require 

digging up the street with a twin-tunnel design. 

BART board chair Jeannie Bruins could not be reached for comment. 

The peer transit agencies who met to study the issue last week — Atlanta, Boston, Los Angeles, 

New York, San Francisco and Washington — did not say that the twin-bore design was safer or 

easier to operate. 

But the peer group did say that because of BART’s familiarity with twin-bore subways and “on 

the verge of the federal record of decision timing constraints,” it favored a twin-bore subway. 

Since the group's decision does not cite "a fatal flaw," however, San Jose Downtown 

Association head Scott Knies said he thinks VTA still has a strong chance to persuade BART to 

change its mind. 

"If the safety issues and the operational issues are addressed and the single bore can mate up 

with the old BART twin-bore line and can work here in BART Phase II, that’s a decision that the 

VTA board gets to make," he said. "Not just the BART board." 

Knies said BART is facing public relations problems managing its own system that make it 

difficult to argue against VTA's approach. 

"Every time I turn around (I see headlines like) ‘debut of new BART rail cars delayed again,’ 

‘train’s computer system recently failed a test run,’" he said. "Every time I look around there 

seem to be problems with the BART system. Maybe they need to be a little more open to 

different ways of operating their system in this century." 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Nuria%20Fernandez
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Sam%20Liccardo


BART representatives did not return phone calls for comment. 

Both VTA, which is in charge of constructing the subway, and BART, which will operate and 

maintain it, must file paperwork sometime in January with the Federal Transit Administration 

that describes the project in detail in order to obtain the $1.5 billion federal share of funding 

they are counting on. Failure to agree on what kind of subway likely would mean Washington 

would refuse funding for the $4.7 billion project. It is scheduled to open in 2026. 

County voters have already approved $1.5 billion that will come from last year’s Measure B. 

The remainder of the project is to be covered by state funds and unspent funds from the 

project to extend BART to Berryessa, which is nearly completed. 

KNTV coverage of BART Peer Review (link to video) 

KNTV coverage of BART Peer review (website story) 

KPIX coverage of BART Peer Review (link to video) 

KCBS coverage of BART Peer Review (link to audio) 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2017 9:40 AM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Information: November 27, 2017, VTA Board of Directors Special Meeting Agenda  

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

You may now access the VTA Board of Directors Special Meeting Agenda Packet scheduled 

for November 27, 2017, on our website here. 

 

Thank you. 

 
Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 
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